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Abstract 
 
The thesis deals with power flow between grid and generator. Possible grid 
connection concepts are described and the topology of variable speed constant 
frequency with doubly-fed induction machine is emphasized among different 
topologies. The dynamical model and power flow analysis are realized to investigate the 
concept. In literature, the most preferred and implemented control method of doubly-fed 
induction generator, stator flux-oriented active-reactive power decoupling, is studied, 
simulated in the thesis and important drawbacks of the method are underlined. A 
nonlinear controller with disturbance observer is implemented to eliminate the 
drawbacks of flux-oriented based decoupling of active-reactive power. The proposed 
method brings in orientation-free and simple implementation to the concept. Stability 
analysis must be realized to satisfy exponential stability for controller performance and 
boundness of rotor voltages is provided during simulations. 
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BLEZKL ASENKRON MAKNE LE EBEKE BALANTILI DEKEN HIZ 
GENERATÖR UYGULAMASI 
 
Erhan Demirok 
EECS, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, 2007 
Tez Danımanı: Prof. Dr. Asıf abanoviç 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Aktif ve reaktif güç ayrıtırma, generatör, yenilenebilir enerji, 
bozucu etken gözlemleyici, bilezikli asenkron makina, deiken hızda çalıma 
 
 
Özet 
 
Genel olarak tezde üzerinde çalıılan konu elektrik ebekesi ile generatör 
arasındaki güç akııdır. Elektrik ebekesi ve generatör arasındaki çeitli balantı 
kavramları tarif edildikten sonra bu kavramlar arasından en verimli olan bilezikli 
asenkron makine kullanılarak deiken hız sabit frekans topolojisi vurgulanmıtır. 
Seçilen topolojideki bilezikli asenkron makinenin dinamik modeli çıkarılmı ve güç 
akı analizine deinilmitir. Uluslararası yapıtlarda en çok tercih edilen ve uygulama 
alanı bulan stator akısı yönelimli aktif-reaktif güç ayrıımı yöntemi tezde incelenerek 
benzetimi yapılmıtır. Yöntemdeki dezavantajlardan kısaca bahsedilerek  bu 
dezavantajların ortadan kaldırılması için bozucu etken gözlemleyicili lineer olmayan 
denetleyici gelitirildi. Öne sürülen bu yöntemle incelenen güç akıı kavramına referans 
eksen takımı yönelimininden baımsızlık ve kolay uygulanabilirlik kazandırıldı. 
Denetleyici performansı açısından üssel kararlılıı ispatlamak için kararlılık analizi, her 
tasarımda gerçekletirilmelidir. Simülasyonlarda, bilezikli asenkron makinesine 
uygulanan rotor gerilimi nominal deerlerinin altında sınırlı kalmıtır. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Energy production capacity determines the politics decisions-strategies, 
economical and social developments that make the energy sector to be one of the most 
critical topic around the world. Alternative resources are becoming more important 
while fossil based fuels come to an end.  
Renewable energy, as its name implies, is an energy source that does not die out 
and is regenerative. It does not contribute greenhouse materials as fossil fuels do. 
Renewable energy sources can depend on climate and region conditions. For example, 
solar hot water/heating is the most widely used application in Turkey with 6.5% of total 
solar hot water/heating capacity of the world in 2005 [1]. Main renewable energy 
sources are as follows: Solar cell, wind, hydro power, biofuel (liquid, solid biomass, 
biogas), geothermal energy [2]. Figure 1.1 shows the world renewable energy pie chart 
in 2005 [2]. 
 
Figure 1.1. World renewable energy pie chart [1] 
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Although utilizable energy production methods varies with respect to renewable 
energy sources, the main objective is to develop an universal and autonomous 
configuration for grid connected or stand-alone applications with realization of some  
mechanical constraints (shaft angular speed etc.) and independent of energy source type.  
1.1 Motivation and System Overview 
From the generator point of view, energy source is always prime movers excited 
by renewable sources through turbines. These sources may change at any time 
dynamically like wind or water but injected power fluctuations to the grid must be 
removed for grid connected applications while  produced voltage must have constant 
magnitude and constant frequency for stand alone applications. When considering 
overall structure, electrical machines play an important role for system efficiency and 
must be utilized optimally by selecting proper machine type. Accordingly, three 
different types of electrical machines are usually assigned to renewable energy plants as 
generator: Permanent magnet synchronous, synchronous, and induction machines. 
Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) have constant field excitation 
rotating with same rotor mechanical speed because of permanent rare earth magnets 
(neodymium and samarium-cobalt) located on the rotor and have armature on the stator 
with isolated windings. Since field excitation is constant and not controllable, stator 
current can be controlled via an inverter attached on stator. 
Synhronous machines are similar to PMSMs except for rotor construction. Stator 
has three-phase windings. In contrast to PMSMs, the rotor of synchronous machines has 
winding on the rotor and a dc current is supplied to create a field. Generator operation is 
determined by the magnitude of the dc current (field current) and rotor angular speed.  
Induction machines are the most widespread in industry. By the improvements in 
the power electronics, induction machine applications come to a level that high 
precision torque/position control devices are available to run IM motor with while 
having realtively low costs in comparison with other drives. Stationary part of an 
induction machine is similar to the one that is described for PMSM and synchronous 
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machine. Induction machines can be divided two main structures up to their rotor 
construction: squirrel cage and wound rotor (doubly-fed). The rotor of squirrel cage 
machines consists of conductive bars with their slots and end points of similar phase 
bars are short circuited. The rotor windings of wound rotor machines have the same 
structure with stator windings and ac rotor voltages are applied via ring and brush 
mechanism. The rotor current magnitude and frequency are controlled in such a way 
that stator voltage with fixed magnitude and frequency is generated while angular speed 
of rotor varies. 
Induction generators have some advantages over permanent magnet and 
synchronous generators for renewable energy systems. Induction machines are cheaper 
than permanent magnet synchronous machines, since permanent magnets are expensive, 
especially for high power rated generators. Furthermore, synchronous generators must 
operate at constant rotor speed for fixed frequency so it will require more complicated 
mechanics between energy source and generator shaft.  
Renewable energy system concepts (e.g. wind, small hydro plant) can be 
classified with respect to the generator shaft speed (prime mover speed) and electrical 
output frequency: Constant speed constant frequency, variable speed constant 
frequency.   
 
Figure 1.2. Summary of renewable energy system concepts 
Constant-speed constant-frequency (CSCF) squirrel cage induction generator 
(SCIG) concept transforms renewable energy source into electrical energy in such a way 
that SCIG is directly connected to grid (Figure 1.3). Since cost is lower and electronic-
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mechanic complexity is reduced, CSCF concept has been the most used configuration in 
wind turbine applications [3]. Fixed turbine speed is implemented by gear box with 
turbine stall-pitch control and poles of the generator. In this way, squirrel cage induction 
generators with at least two different pole stages are usually used. Different pole-
number stages will decrease magnetizing losses at low turbine speed [4].        

	
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Figure 1.3. Constant-speed constant-frequency concept with SCIG 
SCIGs require reactive power for both motor and generator operations. The most 
of reactive power drawn by SCIG is supplied by compansator capacitors which is the 
most economical way for SCIG power factor control at its stator terminal (Figure 1.3). 
This concept is valid for grid-connected applications.  
Variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) concept is usually accomplished by 
using either synchronous generator (alternatively SCIGs are used) or doubly fed 
induction generator (DFIG). Fixed speed turbine is not required but still voltage 
frequency and amplitude must be fixed for stand-alone or grid-connected applications. 
Energy capture is more efficient than fixed speed concept because of variable speed 
operation. 
VSCF concept using synchronous generator requires back-to-back pwm converter 
for grid integration (Figure 1.4). Since turbine speed is varying, stator frequency and 
voltage magnitude must be kept constant by back-to-back pwm converter connected 
between stator of the generator and the grid. The pwm converter must handle the active 
and reactive power produced by the generator including the overload conditions. While 
grid side converter (GSC) provides unity power factor and regulation of dc bus voltage, 
5 
machine side converter (MSC) controls the active power. In this scheme, instead of 
synchronus generator, SCIG and PMSM may be utilized.          
 	

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Figure 1.4. Variable-speed constant-frequency concept (direct in-grid) 
Besides on VSCF with direct in-grid concept, another concept is VSCF with 
doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG). Although they are rarely used in industry, 
doubly-fed induction machines can find applications in which high starting torque in the 
motor mode is required like cranes, extruders etc. The easiest way to accomplish these 
applications is to add or remove external resistors to rotor circuits through ring and 
brushes for adjustment of rotor current. Although torque-speed characteristics can be 
shifted to desired operation point using external resistors, the method is inefficient on 
account of power dissipation on resistors. Alternative method is to feed this dissipated 
power back to the grid exactly same with Scherbius systems. Accordingly, back-to-back 
pwm converter attached to the rotor of DFIG will bring to the system an advantage that 
active and reactive power can be decoupled and also bidirectional power flow for sub- 
or supersynchronous operation while the converter is considered as variable resistor 
(Figure 1.5). 
6 
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Figure 1.5. Variable-speed constant-frequency concept with DFIG 
The back-to-back pwm converter’s operation is the same for the VFCG one but 
the power rating of converter will be about 25% of the system power because the 
converter is attached to the rotor side. The rotor of DFIG will draw power during sub-
synchronous operation (rotor mechanical speed is lower than synchronous speed) while 
the rotor and stator will supply grid during super-synchronous operation. Hence, the 
back-to-back pwm converter is also convenient in bidirectional power flow point of 
view.     
The reasons for using doubly fed induction machine are as follows: 
• Reduced cost and size 
• Absence of separate direct current (dc) supply 
• Stator active and reactive power control (power factor) is accomplished via 
rotor currents so rated converter size will be around 25% of the overall system 
power [5] 
• The back-to-back pwm converter will have less losses so system efficiency 
increases. 
In this thesis, the operation of the doubly-fed (wound rotor) induction machine 
(DFIM) as generator for variable speed renewable energy systems like wind or small 
hydro plant applications will be analysed. The goal is to develope and build a system in 
such a way that generated active and reactive power can be controlled as rotor 
7 
mechanical speed varies for both grid-connected and stand-alone operations. The 
outline is depicted in Figure 1.6. 
 
Figure 1.5. General outline 
. 
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2 AC MACHINE THEORY AND DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF DOUBLY 
FED INDUCTION MACHINE 
Since the equivalent circuit model is insufficient in transient state, a dynamical 
model which includes transient and steady state conditions must be developed for 
applications where states and parameters are varying. In this chapter, firstly, a general 
AC machinery fundamentals will be introduced by emphasizing magnetic circuit theory 
using phasor representations with some assumptions. After electrical and mechanical 
equations are derived, a dynamical model of  doubly fed induction machine is 
completed. Simulation results are interpreted by space vector analysis.  
2.1 Review of Basic Concepts of Magnetic Circuit Theory 
From engineering point of view, a problem should be well-defined as first step 
while mathematical derivation is the second step for developing model. Similarly, 
magnetic circuit theory gives an opportunity to understand ac machines physically and 
gives mathematical tools to analyse the system behaviour. 
Three basic concepts are sufficient to understand ac machinery fundamentals: 
• Ampere’s Law 
• Faraday’s Law 
Electromagnetic force to convert electrical energy into mechanical motion. 
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2.1.1  Ampere’s Law 
A magnetic field is produced when a current source exists and current flows 
through a conductor. The direction and magnitude of magnetic field depend on the 
direction and magnitude of current respectively. Ampere’s law explains this situation as 
following: The line integral of flux density around any closed path that encloses a 
current flowing conductor is equal to permeability times  this current (Figure 2.1). 
 
Figure 2.1. Ampere’s Law representation 
                                          = IBdl mµ   or    = IHdl                                       (2.1) 
where B is flux density, H is magnetic field intensity, mµ  is permeability of material 
that magnetic field passes, and I is total current enclosed by closed path. 
The relationship between field intensity and flux density for any ferromagnetic 
material is not linear for all operating range although HB mµ=  is valid. There exists a 
limiting value of field intensity for which saturation effect occurs because of nonlinear 
B-H characteristics of ferromagnetic materials. Linear region constraint should be 
considered or an assumption must be held in such a way that saturation effect does not 
exist. 
Flux and flux linkage are obtained by using definition of flux density. 
Accordingly, flux is calculated with limited area mA  perpendicular to the direction of 
flux density. 
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BAm=φ  
When flux is linked by some number of turns (N) of a coil, flux linkage is defined 
as 
φλ N=  
2.1.2 Faraday’s Law 
According to Faraday’s law, the induced electromotive force (emf) is proportional 
to the time rate of change of flux through the circuit or coil. Flux varying with time can 
be obtained by changing magnetic field strength, moving coil or magnet relative to each 
other. 
                                             ))(()()( tN
dt
d
t
dt
d
te φλ ==                                     (2.2) 
where emf  (e(t)) denotes the induced or generated voltage. 
2.1.3 Electromagnetic Force 
When a uniform magnetic field that is perpendicular to length of conductor is 
applied to a current flowing conductor, a electromagnetic force is resulted on the 
conductor (Figure 2.2).  
l
 
Figure 2.2. Electromagnetic force on a current flowing conductor  
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                                                    Blifem

×∗=                                                  (2.3) 
where units are as follows: B is [T], i is [A], and   is [m]. 
2.2 Generalized AC Machine Model 
For the simplification of mathematical model of ac machine, some assumptions 
must be presented: 
• Saturation and slot effects of stator and rotor iron core are neglected 
• Permeability of stator and rotor iron core is infinite 
• Airgap flux distribution is sinusoidal (the number of turns of windings are 
distributed sinusoidally for low harmonic content) 
• Stator and rotor windings are star-connected and neutrals of the windings are 
isolated for stator and rotor in case of doubly fed induction machine. 
• Supplied voltages/currents are symmetrical 
0)()()( 321 =++ tititi sss  
Figure 2.3 shows the cutaway diagram of a generalized ac machine. α  is stator 
angle that scans all stator windings at any time with respect to axis of  stator winding U 
as reference. In case of stator winding V, reference frame will be located with 120° and 
240° for winding W.  β  is rotor angle with respect to axis of rotor winding U. θ  is the 
angle between rotor and stator windings U. It also determines mechanical angle and 
rotor mechanical speed. 
                                                           
dt
dθ
ω =                                                    (2.4) 
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Figure 2.3. Cut-away view of ac machine 
To compute stator and rotor flux linkages, ampereturns should be calculated first. 
Because both stator and rotor windings are distributed sinusoidally, a sinusoidal 
function term or conductor density term must be multiplied by the number of turns N 
directly  
                                                     αα cos)( =q                                                  (2.5) 
or winding distribution in terms of α  at time t 
αα cosˆ),( ss ntn =  
ssss ndndtnN ˆ2cosˆ),(
2
2
2
2
===  
− −
pi
pi
pi
pi
αααα  
                                                ( ) αα cos
2
,
s
s
N
tn =                                              (2.6) 
Therefore, ampereturn (mmf) can be written for all three phase stator windings as 
follows: 
))
3
4
cos()(())
3
2
cos()(()cos)((),( 321
pi
α
pi
ααα −+−+= tiNtiNtiNtmmf sssssss  
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where sN  is the number of turns for each stator phase. For the sake of simplicity, if 
equation (2.7) is transformed to complex plane 
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where )(ti s  represents stator current vector in complex plane (see 2.9). 
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Combining (2.10) into (2.9), ampereturn becomes  
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As seen from equation (2.11), stator ampereturn vector has a sinuisoidal pulsation 
for any given α  and it can be represented by a rotating vector with constant amplitude 
and speed in the air gap. 
The same derivations are also valid for rotor ampereturns. 

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( ) ( )[ ])()(
2
),,( tietieNtmmf rjrjrr
∗
−−− += θαθαθα                      (2.12) 
                                ))(cos()(),,( ttiNtmmf rrr ξθαθα −−=                          (2.13) 
Total ampereturns can be calculated directly as 
),,(),(),,( tmmftmmftmmf rs θααθα +=  
The permeability of iron core is assumed to be infinite, and flux density is derived 
at both sides of airgap by reducing rotor flux density to stator and stator flux density to 
rotor. Flux density that appears on the stator side of airgap, 
( ) ( )),,(),(,, 0 tmmfKtmmfLtB rss θααµθα ∗+=∗  
where K is leakage flux constant which takes values between 0 and 1, L is radially 
length between stator and rotor (airgap). Using the symmetric and sinusoiadally 
distributed properties of stator windings, 
( ) ( )ζαζαpi +−=++ ss BB  
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and if the sign of magnetic field density is considered as positive when the field 
direction is away from center of rotor,   
( ) ( ) )),,(,())(( 0 tmmfKtmmflBlB rsgapsgaps θααµζαpiζα ∗+∗=∗++−−∗+  
                         
( )[ ]),,(,
2
1),,( 0 tmmfKtmmfltB rsgaps
θααµθα ∗+=              (2.14) 
Flux can be obtained from flux density by calculation of cross-section area in that 
flux density passes through. 
coress AtBt ),,(),,( θαθαφ =  
sl
αd
 
Figure 2.4. Cross-section area of flux 
As seen from Figure 2.4, cross-section area becomes 
score ldrA ∗∗= )( α  
                                
+
−=
∗∗∗=
2
2
),,(),,(
pi
ε
pi
εα
αθαθαφ dlrtBt sss                               (2.15) 
Since the windings are distrubuted sinusoiadally, flux linkage is derived by integration 
of equations (2.6) times (2.15) between 
2
pi
−  and 
2
pi
. 
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Flux linkage derivations for stator winding 2 and 3 are the same with stator 
winding 1 but only integral boundary ranges are different in such a way that their 
corresponding reference frames are shifted away 
3
2pi
 and 
3
4pi
 respectively. 
Using equations (2.8), (2.12), (2.14), and (2.16), the result of integration becomes 
                 
[ ] [ ]θθλ jrjrmssss etietiLtitiLt −∗+++= )()(3)()(3)(1                         (2.17) 
where 
gap
ss
s l
rlN
L 0
2
8
3 piµ
=    and  
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rrs
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rlNKN
L 0
8
3 piµ
= ,  rs ll =  
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s etieti
L
etietiLt   (2.19) 
Finally, stator flux linkage can be represented in complex vector as 
                                          
)()()()( tjrmsss etiLtiLt θλ +=                                   (2.20) 
where 3
4
3
3
2
21 )()()()(
pipi
λλλλ
j
s
j
sss etettt ++=  
As seen from equation (2.20), rotor current effects on stator flux linkage with 
rotor mechanical angle.  
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Rotor flux linkage is calculated in the same manner with stator flux linkage. 
Accordingly,  
                     
[ ] [ ]θθλ jsjsmrrrr etietiLtitiLt )()(3)()(3)(1 ∗−∗ +++=                   (2.21) 
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
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


++
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



+=
+∗+−∗− )3
2()
3
2(
3
2
3
2
2 )()(3)()(3)(
piθpiθpipiλ js
j
s
m
j
r
j
r
r
r etieti
L
etietiLt    (2.22) 
   





++





+=
+∗+−∗− )3
4()
3
4(
3
4
3
4
3 )()(3)()(3)(
piθpiθpipiλ js
j
s
m
j
r
j
r
r
r etieti
L
etietiLt    (2.23) 
where 
gap
rr
r l
rlN
L 0
2
8
3 piµ
=  is the self inductance of rotor. Rotor flux linkage can be 
represented in complex vector combining (2.21)-(2.23) 
                                           
θλ jsmrrr etiLtiLt −+= )()()(                                 (2.24) 
According to Faraday’s Law, the rate of change of flux linkage will induce a 
voltage. Therefore, stator and rotor equivalent circuits can be shown roughly in terms of 
flux linkages in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5. Stator and rotor equivalent circuit 
The induced (emf) stator voltage for one phase is computed as 
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                                       ( ))()()( 111 tdt
d
tiRtu ssss λ+=                                       (2.25) 
The other stator voltages )(2 tu s  and )(3 tu s  are determined in the same manner with 
equation (2.25) using their corresponding stator currents and flux linkages. In complex 
vector, stator voltage in stator reference frame becomes 
( ) ( ))()()()()()()( tjrmssssssss etiLtiLdtdtiRtdtdtiRtu θλ ++=+=  
( )





+++= )()( )()()()()( tjrtjrmsssss edt
d
tie
dt
tidL
dt
tidLtiRtu θθ  
              
)()( )()()()()( tjrmtjrmsssss etiLjedt
tidL
dt
tidLtiRtu θθ ω+++=          (2.26) 
As seen from last two terms of equation (2.26), stator voltage depends on mutual 
inductance and rotor mechanical speed with combination of rotor current. 
Rotor voltage equations are also derived in the same way according to rotor 
reference frame as follows 
                                          
( ))()()( t
dt
d
tiRtu rrrr λ+=                                     (2.27) 
Using equations (2.24) and (2.27) 
               
)()( )()()()()( tjsmtjsmrrrrr etiLjedt
tidL
dt
tidLtiRtu θθ ω −− −++=      (2.28) 
Since the rotor windings are short circuited at the end points for squirrel cage 
induction machine, the rotor voltage becomes zero ( 0)( =tu r ). In the case of doubly-
fed induction motor, )(tu r  will be injected from an external source via brush-ring 
mechanism. 
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Mechanical/electromechanical equations are required to complete the machine 
model besides on electrical equations. Since generated flux density on the rotor side of 
airgap will act as a tangential electromagnetic force on the sinusoidally distributed rotor 
windings, torque will be achieved. The flux density that appears on the rotor side of 
airgap, 
                        
( )[ ]),(,
2
1),,( 0 tmmfKtmmfltB srgapr
αβµαβ ∗+=                  (2.29) 
since equation (2.29) is written in the rotor reference frame, ),( tmmf s α  must be first 
converted to the rotor reference frame by using θβα +=   and equation (2.8) (Figure 
2.3) 
                           
( ) ( )[ ]θβθβθβ +∗+− += jsjsss etietiNtmmf )()(2),,(                     (2.30) 
An important point that makes the flux density on the rotor simplified is 
elimination of the first term ),( tmmf r β  in (2.29) beacuse of uniform airgap. The rotor 
currents will not effect on the flux density that appears on the rotor. This situation can 
be observed by using equation (2.29) for torque computation [6]. Consequently, (2.29) 
is modified as 
                                     
( )tKmmf
l
tB s
gap
r ,,2
1),,( 0 θβµθβ =                            (2.31) 
Combining (2.30) and (2.31), 
                           
( ) ( )[ ]θβθβµθβ +∗+− += jsjs
gap
s
r etietil
KN
tB )()(
4
),,( 0                   (2.32) 
and electromagnetic force is depicted in Figure 2.6. 
As mentioned earlier (2.3), electromagnetic force depends on the rotor current, 
length of rotor axis, and the flux density that is computed yet in (2.32). Since rotor 
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windings are sinusoidally distributed, rotor current distribution must be defined first to 
derive electromagnetic force and mechanical torque. 
                                    ( ) ββσθβ drlttBdf rem ∗∗∗∗−= ),(,,                         (2.33) 
where ),( tβσ  is current distribution, βrd  is unit arc length along rotor surface. 


r
 
Figure 2.6. Electromagnetic force acting on the rotor windings 
Rotor current distribution can be defined intuitively as the derivative of 
),( tmmf r β  with respect to unit arc length along rotor surface [6]. 
                                       ( ) ),(2
1),( tmmf
r
t r βββσ ∂
∂
=                                     (2.34) 
Using equations (2.33) and (2.34), torque is calculated for integral boundary 
piβ 20 ≤≤  as 
em
em dfrt  ∗=)(τ  
[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]θθθθτ jrsjrsmjrsjrsmem etitietitiLetitietitiLt )()()()(3)()()()(3)( ∗∗∗−∗ −=−=  (2.35) 
if current complex vectors are defined 
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ryrxr
sysxs
jiii
jiii
+=
+=
                                                (2.36) 
then electromagnetic torque can be derived as 
                                            
( )
rysxrxsymem iiiiLjt −= 3
2)(τ                                  (2.37)                                          
or                                               ( ){ }∗= )()()(Im
3
2)( tjrsmem etitiLt θτ                           (2.38) 
Equation (2.38) can also be shown in terms of vector product in such a way that 
                                        ( ) ( ))()( )()()()( tjrstjrs etitietiti θθ ×=∗                        (2.39) 
Accordingly, it can be concluded that electromagnetic torque is proportional to the 
vector product of stator and rotor currents. 
( )[ ])()()()( tjrsem etitit θτ ×∝  
All derived electrical and mechanical equations that determine transient and 
steady state model are summarized as follows, 
                
( ){ }
dt
d
etitiLt
dt
dJ
etiLje
dt
tidL
dt
tidLtiRtu
etiLje
dt
tidL
dt
tidLtiRtu
tj
rsmload
tj
sm
tjs
m
r
rrrr
tj
rm
tjr
m
s
ssss
θ
ω
τ
ω
ω
ω
θ
θθ
θθ
=
=+
−++=
+++=
∗
−−
)(
)()(
)()(
)()(Im
3
2)(
)()()()()(
)()()()()(
    (2.40) 
where J is equivalent inertia reduced to ac machine shaft JnJJ m
2+= .  
Since above rotor and stator equations are derived according to their own 
reference frames, they can be written in a common frame. Next chapter will deal with 
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advantages of stator flux frame so doubly fed induction machine equations that will be 
used for model should be written in stator flux reference frame. Reference frames 
transformation angles are depicted in Figure 2.7. 

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
 
Figure 2.7. Reference frames transformation angles 
Superscripts (s), (r), and (e) indicate stator, rotor, and stator flux linkage reference 
frames respectively. A simple transformation for stator flux linkage is as follows 
θλλ jesss e)()( =  
)()()( rsje
r
r
r eii θθ −=  
If stator and rotor flux linkages are written in stator flux reference frames using 
equations (2.20) and (2.24) 
    
θθθθθλ jjermjessjes eeiLeiLe rsss )()()()( −+=    →     )()()( ermesses iLiL +=λ    (2.41) 
θθθθθθλ jjesmjerrjer eeiLeiLe sss )()()()()( += −−    →     )()()( esmerrer iLiL +=λ    (2.42) 
Rotor and stator voltage equations (2.40) can also be written as follows 
( ) ( ) θθθθθθθθθ jjermjjermjessjessjes eeijwLeeidtdLeidtdLeiReu sssss )()()()()()()( )( −− +++=
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ss
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dt
idLiLjw
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idLiRu ++++=         (2.43) 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) )()()()()()( θθθθθθθθθθ −−−−− −++= sssss jesmjjesmjerrjerrjer eijwLeeidtdLeidtdLeiReu
 
         
)(
)(
)(
)(
)()( )()( esms
e
s
m
e
rrs
e
r
r
e
rr
e
r iLwwj
dt
idLiLwwj
dt
idLiRu −++−++=    (2.44) 
If complex voltage and current terms are decoupled into real and imaginary parts 
(eq. (2.36)) with respect to stator reference frame, ie. sysxes juuu +=)( ,  sysxes jiii +=)(  
using (2.41), (2.42), (2.43), and (2.44) 
                                          
sxs
sy
syssy
sys
sx
sxssx
w
dt
d
iRu
w
dt
diRu
λλ
λλ
++=
−+=
                                      (2.45) 
                                       
rxs
ry
ryrry
rys
rx
rxrrx
ww
dt
d
iRu
ww
dt
diRu
λλ
λλ
)(
)(
−++=
−−+=
                                (2.46) 
Equations (2.45) and (2.46) will be used for doubly fed induction machine model 
but for the controller point of view, state space representation is required selecting state 
variables ryrxsysx ii ,,,λλ  as shown in equation (2.47) [7] 
                                             rrss uBuBxAdt
xd
++=                                       (2.47) 
Equation (2.47) shows that the second term ( ss uB ) is considered as disturbance 
while the third term ( rr uB ) is control input. 
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3 FIELD-ORIENTED CONTROL OF GRID-CONNECTED DOUBLY-FED 
INDUCTION MACHINE 
To this end, electrical and mechanical equations of doubly-fed induction machine 
are derived. Recalling the motivation and proposal, the goal is to control the active and 
reactive power flow between stator terminal and grid. Since stator is connected to three-
phase symmetrical grid with constant magnitude sU  and frequency 0ω , the objective is 
realized by two conditions:  
• Controlling the magnitude of stator current vector si , 
• Controlling the phase angle sϕ  between stator current vector and stator voltage 
vector su  
3.1 Theory of Field Orientation and Orhogonal Control of  
Stator Current 
The apparent power of which is seen at stator terminals for three-phase grid 
                                                       
∗
= ss iuS 3                                                     (3.1) 
where su  is constant (constant magnitude and frequency)(see Figure 3.1 for phasor 
representation).  
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si
su
sϕ
P
Q
 
Figure 3.1. Phasor representations of stator current and voltage vectors 
Real component of the apparent power is defined as active power P while 
imaginary part is reactive power Q, 
jQPS +=  
hence active power is projection of stator current vector onto stator voltage vector. P 
and Q can be written as follows 
                             sss iuP ϕcos3=     and      sss iuQ ϕsin3=                        (3.2) 
As seen from equations (3.1) and (3.2), active and reactive powers are controlled by 
stator current magnitude and its phase angle with respect to stator voltage.  
After the problem is defined roughly, it is time to find a way that stator current 
can be controlled via some external control inputs. Doubly-fed induction machine is a 
strong solution with other advantages mentioned during first chapter for the faced 
problem. Accordingly, injected rotor currents are usually controlled to supply or draw 
desired power from stator terminals. The big picture of the overall system is emphasized 
again in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2. Grid-connected doubly-fed induction machine schematic 
Before explanation of flux orientation on doubly-fed induction machine, the 
related assumptions and electrical equations should be given. Assumptions are as 
follows 
• Stator and rotor windings have equal number of turns rs NN = . Thus, 
inductances can be easily defined as 
                               0LLm =  ,     ( ) 01 LL ss σ+= ,     ( ) 01 LL rr σ+=             (3.3) 
where sσ  and rσ  are leakage factors for stator and rotor rated between (0,1) 
• The pwm converter has sufficiently fast current control loop. It means that the 
pwm converter acts as a current source (Figure 3.2 ) 
• Grid or line has three-phase symmetrical voltage with constant magnitude sU  
and frequency 0ω . 
                                                 
tj
ss eUtu 02
23)( ω=                                      (3.4) 
where sU  is line-to-neutral rms voltage, and 0ω  is electrical frequency (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3. Line voltage phasor representation 
• Under steady state condition, mechanical speed and load torque is constant 
Electrical voltage equations written in their reference frames derived in former 
chapter are summarized as 
                                    
( )
( )ε
ε
j
s
r
rrrr
j
r
s
ssss
ei
dt
dL
dt
idLiRtu
ei
dt
dL
dt
idLiRtu
−++=
++=
0
0
)(
)(
                               (3.5)   
For desired active and reactive power, stator current is controlled via rotor current 
but it requires decoupling of real and imaginary parts of stator current. Thus, active and 
reactive powers can be controlled independently if stator flux orientation is provided 
accurately. 
Stator flux sλ  is dependent on magnetizing current msi  linearly and  using 
equation (2.20) 
( ) θσλ jrssmss eiLiLiL 000 1 ++==  
                                               
( ) θσ jrssms eiii ++= 1                                           (3.6) 
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msi  or equivalently sλ  will be chosen as reference frame and it is desired to orient all 
stator and rotor quantites into this field axis. The reason behind this orientation is 
explained following sections and reference frames are depicted in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. Reference frames vector representation 
To observe how field orientation provides electromagnetic torque to be controlled 
by only quadrature component of rotor current and it actually gives an idea about 
decoupling of stator active power, equation (2.38) is modified. 
( ){ }∗= θjrsem eiiLtT Im32)( 0  
The rotor and magnetizing currents in stator coordinates are computed from 
Figure 3.3 
                                                 
( )
µ
ξθθ
j
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j
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j
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etiei
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=
=
+
                                              (3.7) 
Eliminating stator current in electromagnetic torque using equation (3.6),  
( )( )






−
+
=
∗θθ
σ
j
r
j
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s
em eieiiLT 1
1Im
3
2
0  
since imaginary part of ( )∗θθ jrjr eiei   is zero, 
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and including equations (3.7) 
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Figure 3.5. Rotor current vector in field coordinates 
Equation (3.8) shows that electromagnetic torque can be controlled by quadrature 
component of rotor current and direct component does not appear in (3.8) (Figure3.5). 
The same method is performed for decoupling of stator current vector starting from 
stator voltage and writing it in terms of msi  instead of si  
                                      ( )[ ]θσ jrsssss eiidtdLiRu +++= 10                                (3.9) 
Using (3.6), stator current is eliminated 
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where 
s
s
s R
LT =  is defined as stator time constant. 
                                          
θσ j
rs
s
s
ms
ms
s eiuR
i
dt
idT ++=+ 1                                (3.10) 
If all terms are written in stator coordinates for common frame, equation (3.10) can be 
modified. In stator coordinates, the magnetizing current, stator voltage, and rotor current 
are computed as follows 
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With collaboration of (3.10) and (3.11), 
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Splitting real and imaginery parts,  
                                        rdsd
s
s
ms
ms
s iuR
i
dt
diT ++=+ σ1                                     (3.12) 
rqsq
s
s
mss iuRdt
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and rotation speed of field coordinates ( )msω  becomes 
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11
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where ( )µω −= tUu ssd 0cos2
23
 and ( )µω −= tUu ssq 0sin2
23
 (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6. Projection of stator voltage vector into field axis 
Block representation of msi  and msω calculations is depicted in Figure 3.7 using 
(3.12) and (3.13). 
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Figure 3.7. msi  and µ  calculation 
For the sake of simplicity, active and reactive stator currents can be determined in 
terms of d and q components of rotor current under steady state condition.  
,
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where 
dt
dξ
ω =2   is the frequency of injected rotor current, 20 ωωω += , sjss eII ϕ=  and 
rj
rr eII
ϕ
= . If equation (3.9) is written in stator coordinates for steady state, stator 
voltage equation is modified as following 
( ) 





+++= tjrtjss
tj
ss
tj
s eIeIdt
dLeIReU 0000
2
23
2
231
2
23
2
23
0
ωωωω σ  
since 0=
dt
Id s
  at steady state, line-to-neutral rms voltage becomes 
                                   
( ) rsssss ILjILjIRU 0000 1 ωσω +++=                         (3.14) 
When the same procedure is applied for the rotor voltage equation, steady state 
equivalent circuit is realized as shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. Steady state equivalent circuit of doubly-fed induction machine 
Stator resistance sR  can be neglected when compared with the impedance of winding 
inductances especially for high rated machines. Therefore, equation (3.14) is 
approximated as 
( ) ( )[ ]
  
msI
rssrsss IILjILjILjU ++=++≅ σωωσω 11 000000  
                                                       
00Lj
UI sms
ω
≅                                               (3.15) 
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When stator flux or equivalently stator magnetizing current is chosen as reference 
frame and located in the d direct axis, the quadrature component of msI  becomes zero. 
                          ( ) rdsdsms iiI ++= σ1     and    ( ) rqsqs ii ++= σ10                     (3.16) 
According to (3.15) and (3.16), the stator magnetizing current is constant along 
the d axis, and depends on ,sdi  rdi . If sdi  is desired to be comedown for the reactive 
power, it requires to make rdi  increased at the same amount of value. The second 
equation in (3.16) appears as a constraint for field orientation hence the desired sqi  that 
will be determined from the desired active power is controlled via rqi  (Figure 3.9). 
Since we are interested in stator current in terms of rotor currents at steady state, 
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where the vector M  has constant magnitude and is perpendicular to reference ss Uu = . 
In field coordinates, 
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but equation (3.18) is valid under the following assumptions: 
• Stator resistance sR  is neglected 
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• Steady state operation is considered ( 0=
dt
Id s ) 
The related phasor representation is depicted in Figure 3.9 for the motor 
operation. 
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Figure 3.9. The stator and rotor current phasors in field coordinates for motor operation 
As observed from Figure 3.9 and using equations (3.17), (3.18), d and q 
components of stator current are written as 
sqss iI =ϕcos ,  and  sdss iI =ϕsin  
Finally, active and reactive powers can be derived as follows 
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3.2 Simulation Results 
Doubly-fed induction machine dynamic model is required to validate the field 
orientation and orthogonal control of stator current. The first-order electrical and 
mechanical dynamic equations derived in Chapter 2 are employed in Simulink for open-
loop system dynamics. For the sake of simplicity, electrical equations are transformed 
to rotor coordinates in such a way that slip terms are removed in (2.45) and (2.46). 
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Figure 3.10. Doubly-fed induction machine model in rotor coordinates 
When rotor voltages are set to zero in the model, doubly-fed induction machine 
becomes equivalent to squirrel-cage induction machine. Figure 3.11 verifies the torque-
speed characteristics of the squirrel-cage induction machine. 
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Figure 3.11. The torque-speed characteristics of squirrel-cage IM  
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The orthogonal control of stator current is observed in the following sections 
using a simple proportional gain without any stability and tracking analysis. The 
proportional gain is set to high value. Accordingly the rise time and error signal 
between actual and reference rotor currents are kept small enough. The rotor current 
controller, doubly-fed induction machine model (plant) are together shown in Figure 
3.12. 
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Figure 3.12. Rotor current controller structure with feedforward terms 
Using equation (3.16), the rotor voltages can be written in terms of the 
magnetizing current instead of stator current. 
                         ( ) rdsdsms iiIL ++= σ10   →    ( )rdms
s
sd iIL
L
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( )
rqsqs ii ++= σ10   →    rq
s
sq iL
L
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If (3.21) and (3.22) are inserted into rotor voltages in field coordinates, 
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df  and qf  are feedforward terms in (3.25)-(3.26). If the control inputs ru  are selected 
in such a way that feedforward terms are removed in dynamics, and rotor current errors 
are defined as rd
ref
rdrd iii −=∆ ,  rq
ref
rqrq iii −=∆ , then simple proportional controller 
can be designed considering steady state condition ( ,0=
•
ref
rdi  0=
•
ref
rqi ). Since the 
rotor current error dynamics are desired to decrease to zero exponentially, 
rddrdrd
ref
rdrd mufiiii +=−=−=∆
••••
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Under steady state condition, 0=
dt
dIms
 in the feedforward term df  since stator terminal 
is directly connected to grid. 
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Although field orientation is realized, the synchronous speed ( sω ) is inserted to 
the equations instead of field rotational speed ( msω ). This condition should be 
emphasized that the field speed is settled down to the synchronous speed after transient 
stage (see eq. (3.15)). When the rotor current controller structure is simulated, it is seen 
that current errors indicate sufficient damping for demonstration purpose of orthogonal 
control of stator current. All assumptions to the this end  are included to the simulation. 
Figure 3.13 shows the simulation result of current controller. 
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Figure 3.13. Simulation result of current controller (Figure 3.12) 
Using the same simulation, the orthogonal control of stator current can be realized. 
Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are verified as follows:  
• Firstly, setting 0=rdi , constant value msI  is determined 
( ) 01 ++= sdsms iI σ   →    ( ) sdsms iI σ+= 1  
• Increase rdi  to some positive value and observe how sdi  is decreasing to keep 
msI  constant 
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• Secondly, observe the relation between the quadrature component of stator 
current ( )sqi  and ( )rqi  using (3.22), rq
s
sq iL
L
i 0−=  
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Figure 3.14. Simulation result of control of sdi  current 
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Figure 3.15. Simulation result of sqi  current 
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The orthogonal control of stator current is observed directly from the simulation 
result depicted in Figure 3.16. Step inputs of rotor currents are given at different time 
instants to see corresponding stator currents.  While sdi  is only dependent on rdi , sqi  is 
being controlled via rqi  as expected. This condition verifies Figure 3.9 with field 
orientation. 
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Figure 3.16. Simulation result of orthogonal control of stator current 
Both d and q components of stator current can be governed with the related components 
of rotor current. When active and reactive powers are written in terms of the rdi  and rqi , 
thus decoupling of active and reactive powers is realized. Apparent power can also be 
written in field coordinates, 
( )( ) jQPjiijuuiuS sqsdsqsdss +=−+== ∗ 2
33  
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( ),
2
3
sqsqsdsd iuiuP +=  and  ( )sqsdsdsq iuiuQ −= 2
3
                    (3.29) 
sdu  will converge to zero in stator flux coordinates at steady state because the rotational 
speed of the synchronous coordinates ( )sω  will be equal to the rotational speed of the 
stator flux coordinates during steady state.   
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Block representation of active and reactive powers in terms of rotor current is shown in 
Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17. Active and reactive powers in terms of rotor current 
When the block diagram depicted in Figure 3.17 is added in front of the rotor 
current controller structure (Figure 3.12), the overall system accomplishes the 
decoupling of active and reactive powers although any additional controller is not 
included to Figure 3.17. But feedback term msI  must attract notice in the system.  
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Figure 3.18. Simulation results for decoupling of active and reactive power 
As seen from previous figure, actual active and reactive powers can track their 
references with small amount of steady state errors since only proportional control is 
realized in rotor current controller and power controller does not exist. The aim was to 
observe decoupling of active and reactive powers using orthogonal control of stator 
current and if some drawbacks exist in the structure, then a new approach should be 
proposed. The d and q components of reference rotor currents generated from Figure 
3.17 are depicted in Figure 3.18.  Since reference rqi  is generated without any feedback 
term, it does not include any plant dynamics and controller effects. However, the same 
situation is not valid for reference rdi  because of feedback term msI . According to 
simulation results shown in Figure 3.18, rdi  reference current contains the magnetizing 
current components. If msI  is not measured or estimated precisely, decoupling of active 
and reactive powers may become unsuccessful although rotor current controller 
stabilizes the rotor circuit (equation 3.21). 
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4 STATOR VOLTAGE-ORIENTED NONLINEAR CONTROL OF ACTIVE 
AND REACTIVE POWER FLOW BETWEEN DFIM AND GRID 
As dictated in the chapter 3, stator flux determination requires exact machine 
parameters. Any small deviation from exact values is disturbing stator flux orientation, 
and finally the decoupling of active-reactive power degrades its feasibility. The 
proposed method described during the chapter overcomes this problem and rotor speed 
is forced to perceive as disturbance term. The proposed structure is depicted in Figure 
4.1. Instead of stator flux orientation, reference frame is oriented with stator voltage 
which is available for power measurement. Therefore, decoupling of active-reactive 
power is realized by providing precise measurement of stator voltage.  
refP
refQ
rdu
rqu
sqi
sdi
sU
 
Figure 4.1. Proposed structure for decoupling of active and reactive power 
The chapter introduces problem formulation first. Nonlinear controller design and 
disturbance observer concept are included and the chapter is finalized with simulation 
results. 
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4.1 Problem Formulation 
When doubly-fed induction machine voltage equations are re-derived in two-
phase stator voltage reference frame using equations (3.5), (3.21), and (3.22) under 
linear magnetic region and balanced conditions, 
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where sdu , squ , rdu , rqu  are d-q components of stator and rotor voltages respectively. 
sω , ω  are synchronous and rotor electrical speeds. Since stator current dynamics are 
required for design of nonlinear controller, the related dynamics can be determined as 
following using equation (4.1), 
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objective is to track and regulate active-reactive power, therefore, when active and 
reactive powers are derived as 
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then the objective can be defined as following 
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eQQ
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where refP  and refQ  are reference active-reactive powers. 
4.2 Nonlinear Controller Design 
When any dynamical system is generalized as in (4.5), two control objectives are 
accomplished:  
                                                     uxfx +=
•
)(                                                   (4.5) 
 
• Tracking objective 
• Internal stability objective – keeping states bounded 
The system defined in (4.5) requires assumptions before controller is accomplished [8].  
Assumption 1: Vector x is measurable. 
Assumption 2: Vector x has solution. 
Assumption 3: Given initial value )0(x  is bounded. 
Assumption 4: If x is bounded, )(xf  is also bounded.   
Now, error dynamics can be written using equation (4.5) where dx is defined as desired 
trajectory or reference input 
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xxe d −=    →   
•••
−= xxe d  
                                                  uxfxe d −−=
••
)(                                               (4.6) 
If control input u  is written in such a way that error dynamics solution becomes 
exponential non-increasing with time (4.8), 
                                         kee −=
•
    kexxfu d ++−=
•
)(                                   (4.7) 
then solution is 
                                                    
kteete −•= )0()(                                               (4.8) 
where 0>k  controller gain. As seen from equation (4.7), control input u calculation 
needs )(xf , dx
•
, e  information.  Since )(xf  plant dynamics is difficult task to 
determine and considered as unknown term  for the most dynamical systems, u  in (4.7) 
is applicable only under assumption of known )(xf . 
In case of doubly-fed induction machine, the active and reactive power error 
dynamics are 
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Inserting equation (4.2) into equation (4.9)-(4.10),  
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PE  and QE  terms include doubly-fed induction machine electrical parameters, 
synchronous and rotor electrical speeds, stator-rotor current and voltages. If these two 
terms are considered as disturbance and remaining terms in (4.11) and (4.12) are 
measured directly, rdu  and rqu  rotor voltages can be selected in such a way that error 
dynamics solutions decrease exponentially (equation (4.8)).  
                                    
( ) PPPrqsqrdsd eEuuuu ηµ −−=+ ˆ2
3
                              (4.13) 
                                    
( ) QQQrqsdrdsq eEuuuu ηµ −−=− ˆ2
3
                              (4.14) 
where Pη  and Qη  are positive controller gains for active and reactive power, PEˆ  and 
QEˆ  are estimated active-reactive power disturbances. Inserting (4.13)-(4.14) into 
(4.11)-(4.12),  
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( )QQQQQ EEee ˆ−+−=• η                                       (4.16) 
The control objective is realized as long as disturbance estimation is 
accomplished. For this reason, stability analysis is studied under assumption of 
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EEEE  in equations (4.15)-(4.16). Since stator terminals are 
connected to grid directly, stator voltages sdu , squ  are known whereas rotor voltages 
rdu , rqu  are selected using equations (4.13) and (4.14). 
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The inverse of C  matrix must be taken into consideration to determine any singular 
operating condition but as seen from equations (4.17)-(4.18), there is no reason to have 
singularity except for 0=µ  or 0=sdu  and 0=squ  at the same time. Rotor voltages 
rdu  and rqu  become 
                          ( ) ( )[ ]QQQPPPrd eENeEMu ηηµ −−+−−= ˆˆ32                        (4.19) 
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                            ( ) ( )[ ]QQQPPPrq eEMeENu ηηµ ++−−= ˆˆ32                         (4.20) 
4.3 Stability Analysis 
Considering simple positive-definite Lyapunov candidate functions for each error 
dynamics of active and reactive power, 
2
2
1
PP eV =    and   
2
2
1
QQ eV =  
their derivatives can be written as 
                                              
2
PPPPP eeeV η−==
••
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using equations (4.15), (4.16) and under assumption of 
( ) ( ) 0ˆlimˆlim =−=−
∞→∞→
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EEEE . 
According to Asymptotic stability theorem [9], the sufficient and required 
conditions are as follows for asymptotic stability, 
• 0)0()0( == QP VV  
• 0>PV  and 0>QV  
• 0<
•
PV  and 0<
•
QV  
which satisfies asymptotic stabilitiy of designed controller. To prove that error 
dynamics solution is global exponentially stable, positive-definite Lyapunov function is 
written as 
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and the derivatives of Lyapunov functions can be upper bounded by chosen negative-
definite functions 
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  and  2QQQ eV η−≤
•
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Considering only active power equations and inserting equation (4.23) into (4.24) 
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If )(ts  is defined as a positive function, then equation (4.25) can be modified. 
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The solution of differential equation is 
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Since integral term is always positive, equation (4.26) can be modified to 
( ) tPP PeVtV η20)( −≤  
                        ( ) ( ) tPP Peete η222 02
1
2
1
−≤    →    ( ) ( ) tPP Peete η−≤ 0                  (4.27) 
Since SP  and sQ  are bounded provided that their corresponding references are 
bounded, stator currents sdi  and sqi  are also bounded from equations 4.3-4.4. To provide 
internal signals stability, the bounded of rotor voltage, flux, and stator flux signals also 
must be satisfied 
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4.4 Disturbance Observer Concept 
Stability analysis is valid under ( ) ( ) 0ˆlimˆlim =−=−
∞→∞→
QQ
t
PP
t
EEEE  condition as 
underlined in previous section. Accordingly, disturbance terms PE  and QE  are 
estimated with feasible method [10]. All calculation proceeding for reactive power 
disturbance observer is the same with active power disturbance observer so only active 
power related derivations will be considered. Using (4.11), 
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Figure 4.2. Block representation of active power error dynamics 
Since objective is to estimate disturbance terms, 
PPP UeE 2
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the right hand side can be measured through a low pass filter hence estimated 
disturbance can be written as follows 
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where g  is the cut-off frequency or bandwidth of the low-pass filter in radian unit. In 
electric circuit analogy or built with passive resistor and capacitor elements, g  can be 
selected as 
cutRC
g ω== 1   →   fRCf c pi2
1
=  
The block representation of active power error dynamics with disturbance 
observer is depicted in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. The block representation of active power dynamics  
with disturbance observer 
Disturbance estimation is realized by measurable signals like active power for Pe , 
stator-rotor voltages for PU  (see equation (4.28)). Furthermore, the bandwidth selection 
capability exists in the system so a convenient bandwidth is used in such a way that 
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stability which is dictated previous section is kept or ( ) ( ) 0ˆlimˆlim =−=−
∞→∞→
QQ
t
PP
t
EEEE  
condition is reached in finite time. 
4.5 Simulation Results 
The nameplate of doubly-fed induction machine and additional electrical, 
mechanical parameters for simulation are shown in Table 4.1 [11]. 
Table 4.1. DFIM parameters table 
Rated power 5 kW 
Rated speed 100 rad/sn 
Rated voltage 230/380 V 
Rated torque 50 Nm 
Rated 
frequency 
50 
Hz 
Rs 0,95 ohm 
Ls 0,094 H 
Rr 1,8 ohm 
Lr 0,088 ohm 
Lm 0,082 H 
P 3   
J 0,1 kg.m^2 
Simulations are realized in two ways: 
• Constant rotor speed is applied, and initially reactive power is drawn from utility 
at 30% of rated power. The desired active and reactive power trajectories are 
depicted in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. Active and reactive power references 
Rotor speed is chosen such that slip is near 2%. Therefore, the synchronous speed is 
1000
3
506060
=
∗
==
P
f
nsync  rpm 
where P is the number of poles. The slip speed is calculated as 
100% ∗
−
=
sync
sync
n
nn
slip  
100
1000
10002 ∗−= n   →   980=n  rpm 
The rotor electrical speed in rad/sec is derived as follows 
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n
P
e 30
pi
ω =  
• Since the objective is to control power flow between generator and grid under 
variable speed, the applied rotor mechanical speed is changed at any time. To 
observe also sub- and super-synchronous speed operation (under synchronous 
and over synchronous speed), a rotor mechanical speed reference is given shown 
in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5. The rotor mechanical speed reference 
Table 4.2. Controller and simulation constants 
Description Value 
Low pass filter  
cut-off frequency 
g   100 
Active power 
controller gain 
 Pη  200 
Reactive power 
controller gain 
 Qη  200 
Grid voltage 
electrical speed 
(rad/s) 
0ω    pi100  
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Using selected parameters shown in Table 4.2 and keeping these parameters 
constant during simulation, the results are obtained under constant rotor mechanical 
speed (2% slip – sub-synchronous) in Figure 4.6.   
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Figure 4.6. Simulation plots of error, active and reactive power  under constant rotor 
speed 
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Figure 4.7. Simulation plots of rotor voltage and stator currents in synchronous frame 
under constant rotor speed 
Two results can be figured out from Figure 4.6. The first one is that decoupling of 
active and reactive power is achieved in grid voltage frame. Reactive power reference 
does not have influence on active power reference traction. Another result that should 
be highlighted is tracking performance of the proposed nonlinear controller with 
disturbance observer as error plots give reasonable results with bounded rotor voltages 
and stator currents. Since stator voltage is assumed constant, power flow between stator 
terminals of doubly-fed induction machine and grid depends on stator currents 
indirectly as verified from Figure 4.7. 
Grid-connected operation under variable rotor or turbine mechanical speed is also 
tested in Matlab Simulink environment. As a step input, rotor speed is changed from 
980 rpm to 1020 rpm (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.8. Tracking performances of active-reactive power controller under variable 
rotor speed 
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Figure 4.9. Simulation plots of rotor voltage and stator currents in synchronous frame 
under variable rotor speed 
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Figure 4.10. Simulation plots of rotor voltages in abc rotor frame under variable rotor 
speed 
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Figure 4.11. Simulation plots of rotor currents in abc rotor frame under variable rotor 
speed 
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As seen from Figure 4.8, a rotor speed is changed at 12th second and speed 
variation effects can be observed. Active-reactive power tracking is still achieved with 
reasonable rotor voltages and stator currents. Rotor speed is at under synchronous speed 
initially and then increased to above synchronous speed. After that transition time, rotor 
voltage/current is in reversed phase (Figure 4.10-4.11) and this condition can be 
explained using steady-state model of doubly fed induction machine including 
magnetizing losses [4]. When equations 2.45 and 2.46 are written in more generalized 
form instead of in terms of x, y components, 
                                               sssss jIRU λω+=                                             (4.29) 
( ) rsrrr jIRU λωω −+=  
                                                   msss IL λλ +=                                               (4.30) 
                                                   mrrr IL λλ +=                                               (4.31) 
where ( )mRrsmmmm IIILIL ++==λ  and mRI  is magnetizing resistor current. If slip is 
defined as, 
s
ss
ω
ωω −
=  
then rotor voltage in steady state is 
                        rsrrr jsIRU λω+=    →    rsrrr jI
s
R
s
U λω+=                     (4.32) 
Using equations (4.29)-(4.32), steady-state equivalent circuit is formed as shown in 
4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. Steady-state equivalent circuit of DFIM with magnetizing losses for power 
flow analysis 
The stator apparent power and consequently active-reactive power for both rotor 
and stator are derived using steady-state model to investigate power flow. 
( ) ∗∗∗ +=+== sssssssssssss IjIRIjIRIUS λωλω 3333 2  
Inserting equation (4.30),  
                              
∗++= smsssssss IjILjIRS λωω 333 22                          (4.33) 
Since voltages are equal to each other for the parallel magnetizing branch in the steady-
state equivalent circuit, 
                             ( ) msmRrsmsmRm jIIILjIR λωω −=++−=                         (4.34) 
mRrmR
ms
m
s IIIL
RjI −−=
ω
    →      ∗∗∗∗ −−= mRrmR
ms
m
s IIIL
RjI
ω
 
and if equation (4.33) is written in terms of rI  and mRI  using equation (4.34), 

	





−−++= ∗∗∗ mRrmR
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m
msssssss IIIL
RjjILjIRS
ω
λωω 333 22  
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2
2
22 33333 mRmrms
m
m
sssssss IRIjLjILjIRS +−++=
∗λωλωω     (4.35) 
Stator active-reactive power can easily be determined as following 
                    [ ] [ ]∗++== rmsmRmssss IIRIRSP λω Im333Re 22                   (4.36) 
                  [ ] [ ]∗−+== rms
m
m
ssssss IL
ILSQ λωλωω Re333Im
2
2
                (4.37) 
For the sake of simplicity for power flow analysis, the first two terms which correspond 
to resistive losses are neglected and equation (4.36) can be approximated as 
                                               
[ ]∗≈ rmss IP λω Im3                                            (4.38) 
                                              
[ ]∗−≈ rmss IQ λω Re3                                          (4.39) 
Applying the same procedure for rotor apparent power, 
( ) ∗∗∗ +=+== rrsrrrrsrrrrr IsjIRIsjIRIUS λωλω 3333 2  
Inserting equation (4.31), 
                            
∗++= rmsrrsrrr IsjIsLjIRS λωω 333 22                         (4.40) 
Rotor active and reactive power become as follows 
[ ] [ ]∗−== rmsrrrr IsIRSP λω Im33Re 2  
[ ] [ ]∗+== rmsrrsrr IsIsLSQ λωω Re33Im 2  
Again after approximations by neglecting loss terms, 
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[ ]∗−≈ rmsr IsP λω Im3                                          (4.41) 
                                              
[ ]∗≈ rmsr IsQ λω Re3                                           (4.42) 
It is notable to emphasize relationship between stator and rotor active power using 
equations (4.38) and (4.41), 
                                                       sr sPP −=                                                    (4.43) 
Therefore, power flow can be visualized as in Figure 4.13. Since slip is defined as  
s
s
s
s
n
nn
s
−
=
−
=
ω
ωω
 
and 0<sP  in generator mode, when mechanical speed passes beyond synchronous 
speed, slip becomes negative and power is delivered from rotor to grid. On the contrary, 
power is drawn from grid during sub-synchronous operation. Figure 4.11 and 4.12 
depicts the effect of synchronous speed transition at 12th second. As observed from 
these figures, rotor current direction is reversed.   
sr sPP −=
 
Figure 4.13. Power flow between DFIM and grid 
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The proposed method should be implementable by feasible measurements. Three 
main measurements must be realized to implement the method by using voltage and 
current sensors: Stator voltage, rotor voltage and stator current (active & reactive power 
measurement).  
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Figure 4.14. Block representations of disturbance observer and rotor voltage controller 
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5 VOLTAGE SOURCE CONVERTERS 
By the time, two approaches which are orthogonal control of active-reactive 
power with stator flux-orientation and nonlinear control with disturbance observer have 
been described. Since stator flux orientation requires flux estimation, the orthogonality 
of active-reactive power depends on this estimation and some assumptions. The 
proposed method is grid voltage-oriented and only precise grid voltage measurement is 
essential. 
Doubly-fed induction machine can have two operating modes: sub-synchronous 
mode and super-synchronous mode during generator operation. As mentioned in the 
chapter 4, rotor power direction changes according to sub- or super-synchronous modes. 
To have wide rotor speed range, a bi-directional power converter that is connected 
between rotor and grid is required. 
Although improved techniques exist for bi-directional power converters (dc-link 
capacitor or inductor-free, resonant techniques, etc.), the most widespread used 
converter is back-to-back converter for bi-directional power flow. Typically, two 
different approaches are situated at back-to-back converters: Current source converter 
(CSC) and voltage source converter (VSC). The proposed active-reactive power 
controller generates rotor voltage reference thus 3-phase voltage source converter 
should be placed in the system. 
A back-to-back converter consists of two voltage source converters and a dc-link 
capacitor is located between them (Figure 5.1). Each leg of converters provides bi-
directional power flow with parallel switching devices and diodes. DC-link capacitor 
plays a role of energy transfer component as keeping its voltage level constant. 
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Figure 5.1. Back-to-back converter  
Therefore, grid side converter (GSC) is responsible of maintaining dc-link voltage 
at a certain level. Besides, a unity power factor can be provided at the grid connection at 
the same time. Orthogonal control of active-reactive power consequently rotor voltages 
can be generated by machine side converter (MSC).  
Only grid side converter is considered in the thesis. The same modeling and 
control of GSC is also valid for machine side converter.  
5.1 Grid Side Converter (Three Phase Boost Converter) 
 In this section, working principle of grid side converter (GSC) will be 
investigated. Two main objectives are given to GSC: 
• Keep voltage level of dc-link capacitor at a certain value 
• Provide unity power factor at grid side 
Because of line filter inductors GL , one leg of GSC can be considered as a boost 
converter (Figure 5.2) and dc-link voltage is mostly higher than the magnitude of input 
ac voltage. Accordingly, GSC is called as 3-phase boost rectifier. 
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Figure 5.2. One leg of GSC  
To investigate operation of GSC, the converter model is derived at first. From 
control point of view, a nonlinear variable structure system control law is developed 
using model of GSC. 
5.1.1 Modeling of Grid Side Voltage Source Converter 
A three-phase converter consists of three poles and each pole has upper and lower 
switches with assigned parallel diodes (Figure 5.2). Upper and lower switches operate 
as complementary with negligible deadtime to avoid line short circuit. Therefore, if 
upper switches are controlled by pulse width modulation (pwm) signals with cba ddd ,,  
duty cycles that ranges between zero and one, 
10 ≤≤ ad  
then pwm signals with cba ddd ,,  duty cycles are applied to lower switches where 
dd a −= 1 . 
Then by applying Kirchoff’s laws, the mathematical model of circuit depicted in 
Figure 5.3 can be defined in stationary frame with neglected resistance of inductors as: 
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Figure 5.3. 3-phase boost rectifier topology 
                  DCaA
a
g Vdedt
di
L −=   →   DCa
g
A
g
a Vd
L
e
Ldt
di 11
−=                       (5.1) 
 
                                        DCb
g
B
g
b Vd
L
e
Ldt
di 11
−=                                             (5.2) 
 
                                        DCc
g
C
g
c Vd
L
e
Ldt
di 11
−=                                             (5.3) 
DC-link capacitor voltage equation is as follows: 
                                loadccbbaa
DC iididid
dt
dV
C −++=                                     (5.4) 
Equations 5.1-5.4 are derived in stationary frame so the currents cba iii ,,  are sinusoidal 
quantites. Since output voltage DCV  is constant, average of duty cycles cba ddd ,,  are 
also sinusoidal quantities which have same frequency with grid voltage. If stationary 
frame is rotated with grid voltage speed which means synchronous speed, then currents 
and duty cycles will be dc quantities. Controller design in synchronous frame will be 
easier because of dc quantites and equations 5.1-5.4 can be modified to synchronous 
frame as following 
( ) sssss jqsdjDCjd
g
j
d
g
j
d eidt
di
eVed
L
ee
L
ei
dt
d θθθθθ ω −−−−− −=−= 11  
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                                     qgsDCd
d
gdd iLVddt
di
LRie ω−++=                             (5.5) 
 
                                      dgsDCq
q
gqq iLVddt
di
LRie ω+++=                            (5.6) 
 
                                         loadqqdd
DC iidid
dt
dV
C −+= )(                                  (5.7) 
where fs piω 2= . If d axis of synchronous reference frame is aligned to grid voltage 
vector (Figure 5.4), then eed

=  and 0=qe . 
 
Figure 5.4. Grid orientation 
Equations 5.5-5.7 determine average large signal model of grid side converter. Figure 
5.5 depicts equivalent circuit of average large signal model of the converter in 
synchronous frame. 
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Figure 5.5. Equivalent circuit of average large signal model of GSC 
As seen from Figure 5.5, cross terms are added after transformation from stationary 
frame to synchronous frame. These cross terms make voltage equations nonlinear. 
5.1.2 VSS Controller Design 
The controller objective is to keep dc-link voltage at a desired level and to provide 
unity power factor for grid side converter. When reactive power is written in 
synchronous frame, 
( )qddq ieieQ −= 2
3
 
and since d axis of reference frame is aligned to grid voltage, accordingly 0=qe , 
reactive power depends on the quadrature component of current ( qi )  
                                                           
                                                        qd ieQ 2
3
−=                                                (5.8) 
Unity power factor condition (Q=0) is satisfied by setting the quadrature 
component of current zero. Average large signal model can be modified again under 
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steady state condition, unity power factor, and synchronous frame orientation using 
0,0,0 ====
dt
di
dt
di
ie dqqq . 
 
                           dqgsdd RiiLue +−= 
0
ω    →     ddd Rieu −=                         (5.9) 
                         

0
0
=++= qdgsqq RiiLue ω    →    dgsq iLu ω−=                    (5.10) 
                   

L
DC
qqd
DC
R
V
idKi
dt
dV
C −+=
0
   →    
L
DC
d
DC
R
V
i
C
K
dt
dV
−=              (5.11) 
 
where DCdd Vdu = , DCqq Vdu = , and K is power conversion factor from 3 phase to 2 
phase frame. From power invariance, 
3
1
=K . For realizing control objective, since 
it is useful and convenient naturally for power converters, nonlinear variable structure 
system (VSS) control, sliding mode control, is used [12]. If dc output voltage error is 
written as 
 
                                                  
ref
DCDC VVe −=                                               (5.12) 
 
where DCV  is measured and 
ref
DCV  is desired voltage, then sliding surface in sliding 
mode is defined as following 
 
                                                       Dees +=
•
                                                  (5.13) 
 
where D is positive definite controller gain scalar. Inserting equation 5.13 into 5.14, 
                                      s= ( )refDCDCrefDCDC VVDVV −+− ••                               (5.14) 
The equivalent control is obtained using equation 5.11, 
( )
L
DC
deq
ref
DCDC
ref
DCDC
R
V
i
C
VVDVV −=−−=
••
3
1
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The block representation of the controller is depicted in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6. Block representation of GSC controller 
5.2 Simulation Results  
Unity power factor and reference voltage tracking are performed by the sliding 
mode control in grid side orientation. The values of grid side converter circuit 
parameters and controller gain are given in Table 5.1 [13]. 
Table 5.1. GSC simulation parameters 
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Figure 5.7. Reference voltage tracking performance of GSC 
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Figure 5.8. Unity power factor and equivalent control plots 
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As seen from simulation results, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, the desired voltage is 
tracked under varying reference. One phase of grid voltage and corresponding current 
have the same phase so unity power is satisfied by equivalent control. 
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